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 MARGINAL UNITS IN THE THEORY OF

 DISTRIBUTION.

 I.

 How FAR does the conception of marginal units of production

 assist tow-ard a theory of distribution? It is easily shown that

 if an unlimited amount of labor is procurable for a business

 wxhere the othler factors of production are given quantities, the

 last unit 1brought into employment will receive no aid or a

 minimum ai(l -from the other factors and w07ill take in w-ages

 virtually the w'hole addition to the productivity of the business

 wThich follows its employment. This is clearly set forth by Professor
 AMarshall in the illustration of the marginal shepherd. A farmer

 with a Siven farmn and farming capital calculates that it is just
 w-orth while to employ a tenth shepherd, whose addition to hlis

 staff enables twvenlty more sheep to be marketed in a year than

 wvould be the case wrere nine shepherds employed. These twenty
 slheep miust be accredited to the marginal sheplherd as the specific
 prodluct of his labor, and he will receive them, or their value,
 for his, wages. For though he receives the same assistance from

 the land and capital as the other shep'herds do, it is necessary

 to assume that no more productivity is got out of these factors

 wNhen tenl shepherds are employed than previously when nine
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 were employed; or, put in anotlher way, any assistance the

 marginal shepherd receives from capital and land is attended by

 a corresponding shlirilnkage in the assistance rendered to the otlher

 niine. For unliless the full economy- of the fixed factors were

 exhausted bv the employment of ninie shepherds, there would be

 a surplus gain to the farmer on the employment of the tenth

 sheplherd after paying his wTages; in that event it wotuld pay to

 employ anl eleventh shepherd, and the tenth wvould not be mar-

 ginal. It is, niecessary to admit that the marginal shepherd-
 or, to be miore precise, the marginal part of his labor- adds a

 produtct wxhich is entirely attributable to his labor and (nearly)
 the whole of wNi-hich is retturned to him in wages.

 Similarly, it is argued, the last unit of capital borrowed for

 a business. the other factors of wvhich are given quantities, will

 just produce what must be paid for interest, lea.ving no margin

 of profit. If otur farmer wvorkinog a farm with his ten sons finds

 it is iust worth lis while to borrow another ?ioo for working

 capital, the additiolnal product created must be attributed entirely

 to this last or marginal unit of capital and leaving olnly a nom-

 inal profit after paying the interest. For though the labor of

 the farning group co-operates w,,ith this last ?ioo worth of

 capital, we are obliged to assunme that the enlarged capital is less

 completely utilized than the smaller capital; otherwise there will

 be some profit from this la.st ?ioo of capital which in that case is

 not reallv marginal.

 If we were to suppose that agricultural land were in the same

 condition as capital, an unlimited amount being available for

 renting on the same terms, it is clear that our farming familv

 entering sutch a country with a given capital woould take on a

 marginal unit of land which wouldl pay as rent the whole of
 the increased product of the farm due to its tuse.1

 Proceeding- further, let us suppose a farmer entering agricul-

 ture with a given stock of personal ability and enterprise, a pure

 entrepreneur, able to buy all sorts of productive energy in free

 1 This, of course, would not be the exact amount of the yield of this marginal
 unit of land. but this amount min ins the reduced yield of the rest of the land aris-

 ing from a diversion of some labor, etc., which would have gone to it.
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 THE THEIORY OF )STRJBUTJOAT 45I

 and virtually illimitable markets. His increments of productive

 energy will be composites, of land, various forms of capital and

 labor, varying in composition as he expands the area of his

 farming operations, w!lhether extensively or intensively; he

 will buy an-d apply the uinits of the various factors according
 to his estimates of the technical economy of the farming busi-

 ness. The limit to the quantity of each sort of productiv e

 energy he buys, and to the aggregate which hie will employ, is
 determined lby the econiomy of the utilization of his givTen amount

 of personal power; the las.t increment of land-labor-capital he

 takes on will olnly jtust pay the rent-wNTages-interest and will leave

 a merely nominal surplus-ga.in for him. But this last or mar-

 ginial unit of land-labor-capital mnust be considered just as pro-

 ductive as an-iy or the others, and, ex hTvpothcsi, receives the

 same payment in rent-wages-interest. This payment will exactly

 cover the product attributable to the specific productivity of each

 composite unit, and, on our hypothesis of an indefinitely large

 supply of each factor, wze must concltude that each unit of land,

 capital, and labor receives in payment just w1hat it produces.

 Our farmer-entrepreneur cannot be exploiting them, for the mar-

 ginal increment which is as productive as any other increment

 receives the whole of its product as payment for its use, so tlhere-

 fore must all the earlier increments.

 Howv are we to conceive the profits of our farmer? If there
 is no surplus in the employment of the last unit, and the last

 unit is just as productive as any other unit, it woould appear that

 no profit could arise. The ordinary diagrammatic representation

 of the " dosing " tlheory does indeed show a surplus derived from

 the enmployment of each increment except the marginal one. The
 famili-'ar figure on the followving page runs thus:

 Here A B represents the entrepreneur's personal power; to it

 are addedl ten inlcrements of land-labor-capital, to whlich a dimin-
 ishing amnount of productivity is attached, the first unit yielding

 the figure A B b a,', the tenth yielding a9 b9 D C. The marginal

 increment alone receives in payment virtually its -hole product;
 each of the others yields a surplus receiving the same payment

 as the last, but affording a larger product. Here the entrepre-
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 4 5 2 JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMIY

 neur appears to make a large profit on all the earlier increments.

 But tlis figure is a most fallacious one, if designed to explain

 how the aggregate product of the fully organized business is

 apportioned. For it appears to show that the ten increments

 are unequally productive, or that they receive unequal amounts

 A of assistance from the
 energy of the entrepre-

 \ l \ dineur; and neither suppo-
 sition is warranted. For

 when there are ten units

 of land-labor-capital

 employed by the entrepre-

 _ s e neur, if a separate pro-

 ? X o 3o9 s t 7 9 9o ductivity be attributed to
 each, whether or 1not that

 piroductivity includes the

 - - - - ~~ c assistance of the entrepre-
 neur, it must be the same

 for each of the ten.

 The diagram as it stands says this: If to the farmer's

 ability A B one dose of productive energy B bl be applied,

 the product is A B b' a'; if a second dose be applied, the

 smaller lproduct a' bl b2 a, must be attributed to it, because,
 though in itself equally productive, it receives a smaller assis-

 tance from A B. So with each subsequent dose: it receives a

 diminishivlg amount of assistance from A B, until the tenth dose

 receives a miniminum or neegligible assistance. Now, it is evident

 that we have no right to represent the second dose as receiving

 less assistance from A B than t'he first dose, when we are analyz-

 ing the conmposition of a two-dose business; each dose must be

 supposed to have the same relation to A B. So with the full

 ten-dose business: the last dose receives the same assistance from

 A B as is nowC rendered to the first dose, though of course much
 smaller than was rendered to the first dose when it was the only

 dose, or one dose among four. It is folly to retain a diagram
 which suggests that the product of the first dose is A B bl a'

 when this is only true in the hypothesis that one dose only is
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 THE THEORY"' OF DISTRIBUTION 4 5 3

 applied- a hypothesis which is denied by the application of eac'h

 subsequeint dose.
 It is clear that, if we are to represent a business in which ten

 doses yield the maximum economy to the entrepreneur, we must

 assign an equal productivity as well as equal payment to each

 dose. Beyond these payments, however, there emerges a surplus

 claimed b y the entrepreneur, as profit or wages of managemen-t,

 which, on the ten'-units basis, must appear to have the same

 relation to each unit. If ten doses be applied to A B, this

 equality of productivity, payment, and surplus will appear in the

 followTing, simple figure

 The entire product A' B' F D A

 is divided by C E into two parts,

 t'he lowNer, C B' F E, going in

 teli equal payments to the units A' I:.... .. ... A D
 of land-labor-capital; the upper,

 A C E D, forming one or ten C^
 unIiits of surplus or profit or wages C - _ E

 of ability for A B.
 But, it will be objected, in

 this (liagramn the last unit, which - 1'F

 we call marginal, appears to

 carry, in addition to the p-roduct
 whiclh represents its payment, C'0 I
 B'0 F E, an extra product or surplus, A'0 C'0 E D. If the tenth

 tunit be removed, this surplus seenms to disappear wNTith it. The
 existence of such1 a surpllus, however, is excluded by the terms of

 our hypothesis.

 NOwN, as wve liave already seen, we are obliged to assume that

 t'he aggregate productivity of our entrepreneur reaches its maxi-

 mum in co-operation with nine units; if then, ten are employed,

 any assistalnce it appears to give to the productivity of the tenth

 implies a corresponding reductioni of assistance to the other nine.

 In other words, on a nine-unit basis, in which A'0 B'0 F D is
 eliminated, the product associated with each of the nine units is

 larger than it is found to be after the tenth is added, by the
 presence of a larger surplus, represented in the diag-ram by the
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 454 JOURNAL OF POL ITiCAL ECONOMY

 substituticn of the clotted line for the lilne Al Al". The employ-
 mient of the tentlh unit has simply substituted the surplus A"0 C'0

 E D for the nlominally smaller surplus a A1 A"0 d which existed

 on the nine-units hasis.

 If we assume the operation of a law of diminishling returns,

 it seems self-evidenlt that he will take on ju1st so many units of

 land-labor-capital at their currelnt price as will exhaust lis econ-

 omy of personal ability, the last unit evokilig a merelv nominal
 amioulnt of tlhis personal powver. Thle surplus thuis arising will

 be claimedl as the p;ro(duct separately attributable to the entre-

 preneur's personal eniergy and ability. So it appears that eacch

 unit of labor, capital, land, gets out of the general product of

 the business just what that unit produces. And does the elntre-

 preneur get just what his ability produces? It seems as if this

 were necessarily the case; for, in addition to the land, capital,

 and labor, the only productive force which remains is. his ability;

 hience, if we take axway that part of the entire product due to the

 three former, xwhat remains must be the prodcuct of the latter.

 So there can be no exploitation of labor or of capital, and

 the profits of the entreprenetir, hoxvever large they seem, are tlhe

 specific produtct of his personal productive energy.
 But to this coniclulsion it will be objected: "Are you not

 attr-ibutin,g to the productivity of the entreprenleur all the effect
 of econloimy of (livision of labor anid co-operation of the unlits of

 labor and capital.? Are you not payiing the several laborers

 on tile basis of their separate productivity as individual workers
 working wAithout co-operation of other workers and of capital,

 whereas their aggregate productivity wlen wvorking under these

 conditionis greatly exceeds the addel productivity of their separate
 labor? Is not the main object of emplovers in perfecting individual

 bargains with employees the desire to obtain their labor-powver
 on the reckoning of its productivity as a separate producing
 unit and then to miiake it co-operate with otlher units taking as

 profit the increase of productivity thus attained? Is it not, on
 the other hand, the object of labor organizations by "collective

 bargaining" to obtain for the laborer the equivalent of his pro-
 ductivity as a collective laborer? Similarly Mvith units, of capital:
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 Is not the basis of the economy of a joint-stock corporatioln the

 desire to borrowiT units of capital at rates which are equivalent

 to their productivity when separately employed, and to raise the
 value an(i the yield of these units by employing them collectively?

 A bankiinig firm manifestly makes its profits largely out of this

 difference between the productivity of separate bits of capita.l an(d

 that of the same bits used collectively."

 The ability of an entrepreneur is no doubt essential to this

 economy, btut a.re we at liberty to assume that the whole results

 of it are attributable to the separate productivity of his ability?

 The separatist treatment which the dose method employs

 upon the other factors of production expressly serves to

 exclude from these factors any share in their collecti-ve pro-

 ductivity as distinct from their inldii(ldual productivity, and to

 impute it to the only agent who functions collectively, viz., the

 entreprenleur. The fact thia.t the entrepreneur gets no appreciable

 advantage for himself from the employment of a supposed last
 unit of other factors is, no evidence that he does not get an

 advanta,ge from the co-opierative econiomy of all the units; the

 phenomenon of the marginal unit is only another wlay of expres-
 s.ing the fact that there is in most indtustries a necessary limit to

 the area of exploitation of labor and capital by entrepreneur

 ability. From the standpoint of labor it may nmean that there

 is always a li'mit to the number of laborers whom an entrepreneur

 can employ so a.s to get profit out of their co-operative labor;

 when this limit is examined, it necessarily appears that a single

 laborer added or stubstituted makes no differenice to the aggregate
 of this profit.

 It is nowv evident that in our illustrationi of the effect of a
 marginal unit, whether of labor or of capital or of land, or of all

 thiree togethler, we are sufferling from a false conception of cans-
 ation or cttribution dlue to the arbitrary ise of constants and
 variables.

 The wvhole results of the co-operation and division of labor
 of tlle otlher factors of prodtuction have been imputed as the

 exclusive product of the ability of our entreprenleur by assessing
 separate products for each unit and then assigning to hiim the
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 456 JOURNATAL OF POLITICAL ECON OMY

 entire residue as his product. In the history of the theory of dis-
 tribution this residual claimant game has been played in va.rious

 forms. It has already been shown by various writers hiow the

 attribution of the residue depends entirely upon whichi of the
 factors in production is takein as constant and which as variable.

 Of the variations of this game that which takes the entre-
 preneur as the constant and the other factors as variable is cer-
 tainlv, the most conformable to the facts of modern industry.
 The function of the entrepreneur is to buy the use of units of
 labor, capital, and land, to organize themn for effective produc-
 tion, anid to sell the product, so as to get the largest margin of
 gain. Now, assuming that each unit of labor, capital, and land
 gets its separate product for its paymrent, does the surplus wvhich
 we see remiains do more thani pay to the entrepreneur the " prod-
 uct " of his piroductive energy of management? The owner
 of each unit of labor, capital, and land a.ppears to get just what
 he prodluces, and this payTment is a. minimum necessary cost.
 Is this the case with the entrepreneuir? There is nothing in the
 settinog of the problem, as we have hitherto s.et it, to place the
 entrepreneur on the same footing with the owners of the other
 factors of piroduction, so as to insure that what is taken by him
 is (a) his specific product, (b) a minimum " cost." For in this
 setting the entrepreneur factor has been taken as a constant
 quantity wMith which variable quantities of labor-land-capital

 co-operate. By this method it appears that the three latter receive
 in payment their product, blut it does not follow that the residue,
 taken by the entrepreneur, corresponds in the same sense with
 his product. If we are to eliminate the possibility of any entre-
 preneur's "unearned" gain, and to place his payment on the
 same footing with the others, we must remove the "constant "
 position of the entrepreneur. As we assume that our entre-
 preneur (A B) was able to purchase an unlimited number of
 units of labor-capital-land at the same price, so now we must
 assume an unlimited number of entrepreneurs in the position to
 buyT the other factors.

 Professor Clark, whose theory of clistribution in a " static"
 society we are endeavoring to reach, clearly recognizes the neces-
 sity of this assumption:
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 TIIE THEORY OF DISIRIBUTION 457

 MWay not all entrepreneurs be making the samie rate of net profits and

 miakinig them at the same time? Mlay there not be a condition of equal and

 universal pI)ofit? Clearly not; for this would be a universal invitation to
 capitalists to become entrepireneurs, and, as stuch, to bid against each other
 for labor and capital, until the profit should everywhere vanish, by being

 nade over to laborers and capitalists in the shape of additionis to wages and

 interest. rThe pay of each of these agents, therefore, under perfectly free

 competition, is bound to stand at the productivity level. (P. 29I, note.)

 It is nlot always quite fully recognized that there are twro

 conditions to a wl-orking of industrial society wvhich equalizes

 the economnic position of the several factors and reduces all their

 payments to costs. One is complete fluidity between the several

 grades of each factor, the other is the existence of an unlimited

 number of ulnits of each factor. T'he former, itndeed, is com-

 monly admitted as that equality of economic opportunity requi-

 site to secure equal rates of interest to different forms of capital

 and equal nlet payment of wages to various sorts of labor.

 Btut if industry be regarded as built tip out of increments of

 productive powN er in entrepreneurs' ability, labor, capital, and land,

 and if the condition of remuneration by bare " cost " or " specific
 productivity" be that each last or marginal increment receives

 just what- it adds to the total product, this condition can exist
 only so long as there remains another tunit hitherto unemployed.
 For it is surely evident that if all the units of any one factor

 of production available for a particular industry are absorbed,

 while units of the other factors are not absorbed, the marginal
 increment of the "short" factor will be able to take a scarcity

 rent, or an addition to the product representing its bare cost.
 However free the competition within the ranks of each factor,

 a short supply of any factor as a whole compared with the
 others enables a scarcity value to arise at the margin, and this
 value or surplus-pay will be taken by each unit of this factor in
 use. This is the source of such inequality as exists (a) in the

 distribtution- of wvealth as between land, labor, capital, ability,
 regarded generically as factors of production an-d, (b) in the ele-

 vation of the value of some classes of commodities and the depres-

 sion of other classes, as exhibited in processes of exchange.
 In stating his theory of distribution for a "static " comn-
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 458 JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY

 nmtunity, Professor Clark essay-s to isolate the static forces by sup-

 posing a stoppage of five dynamic forces, increase of popula-

 tion, increase of capital, chatges of industrial method, changes

 of business organizationi, and growth and change of human

 wants. LBut in the "static" commmunity thus reached it is not

 the case thlat we should, as. Professor Clark avers, reach a condi-

 tioln in wlich " values are here 'natutral ' in the Ricardian sense,

 for everything sells at its 'cost of production' and no entrepre-

 neur makes a profit."

 For if in a " static' community any one of the factors of pro-

 duction were less abundant thani the others, either as regards a

 particular sort of production or as regards production in general,

 we should have "nlet profit" or "scarcity rent," or some other

 surplus, wvhich was 1no cost of production " in the Ricardian

 sense," emnerging at the margini and upsetting the theory of

 distribution b-y "cost.'

 On the other hanid, if we suppose a " static" community in

 whiclh nono)e of the factors is relatively short, how can we apply

 the metlho(d of miarginal inicremenlts in a theory of distribution?

 So longo as we could take a capitalist adlding to a fixed capital

 isuccessive unlits of labor, or anl entrepreneur adding to a fixed

 quantity of businless enterprise successive units of capital and
 labol, we were able to mneasure somethling that could be called

 the separate productivity of the last unlit. But if we take what

 from the standpoilnt of dlistribution is the real condition- a

 nutimber of ulnits of all the factors of production spontaneously

 co-operating for the most efficient prodcuction the last incre-

 mielnt in such a complex w,ill be composed of all the factors of

 production, and the knowledge of w-hat it adds to the total prod-
 Uct wvill be of no assistance in determining the prodtuctivity of
 the several factors whiclh constitute this complex ulnit. All we
 should kn-ow would be that the last unit was as productive as
 any other unit, and that its owners received the same return
 for its use. But this is not taught us by experiments with

 marginal increments; it is an assumption prior to any such
 experiment. In a static society where a limited production is
 conducted by co-operation of freely competing and fluid units
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 THE THEORY OF DISTRIBUTION 4 59

 of labor, land, capital, ability, none of these factors beilng able

 to take a " scarcity " rent, speculation and diagrams Ol marginal

 units, would teach nothing. For every unit wvould be C,l hypo-
 thcsi as productive, and as well remutnerated, as any other, and

 every unit would be an indissoluble complex of the several factors

 of production.

 It is quite true that, with complete fluidity of the factors of

 productioni anld no shortage of any factor, we should get ecquality
 in distribution. It might eveln be said that eacht unit of eacl

 factor w ouldl get its " product" in payment for its services.

 But tlis statenment couldl not be proved byv any " marginal

 method, for every marginial unlit would be composed of all tlhe
 factors in such wvise that the hypothetical eliminiation of any

 one of these would sterilize to an unlascertainable extent the

 others.

 Apart from this, the hypothesis of a " static " society in which
 11o single factor was in a condition of shortage, and so able to

 take a scarcity rent, is a self-contradictory hypothesis. For

 suclh a society, containing ex hypothesi a number of unemployed
 units of each factor, could not remain " static" in any intelligille

 sense.

 As applied to the case of an-y single industry, tlhe " marginal"
 miethod implies a fixed or given suLpply of some one of the factors

 and an unlrestricted supply of the others. Suclh an aro-ument

 may be applied to show that the last increment of the unrestricted

 factors gets what its presence adds to a complex of productive

 powNTer in wlich one portion is restricted, butt it cainnot show
 that nO suLrplus accrtues to the owner of the restricted factor by

 virtue of its restriction.

 The whole elaborate argutment regarding distributioln in a
 "static-" society seems to come to this, that utnder coilditiolls of

 'free" competition there would be no "marginal" relnts; T. C.,
 llO payments beyond cost. Under equality of economic oppor-

 tunity ther-e is equtality of dis.tribution; i. c., if everyone lhas an
 equal chance of making a gain, gains wzill be equal.

 The marginal unit of labor or of any other factor does not
 assist Us to determine, or even to measure, the part played by
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 460 JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOM1Y

 labor in the production of wealth due to the co-operation of
 capital, labor, law, and abilitv in a so-called static society. It
 gives us no informiation not already assumed in the terms of the

 problem.

 II.

 If we turn from an illusory static to a real dynamic society,
 how far will the method of marginal units assist us then? 'fak-
 ing a farmner with a given quantity of organizing power, a fixed

 piece of land, and a fixed stock of farming capital, it looks as
 if we mig,lht learn something from the piroductivity of the tenth
 or marginal shepherd whom he just finds it worth while to

 employ. But what do the terms of this experiment imply? The
 only way of isolating the productivity of the marginal shep-
 hlerd is to suppose thfat the farmer used his land, capital, and

 organized power wiith niine instead of teni shepherds, that is, to
 suppose him to be an "uneconomic" man, wvasting some of the

 powers ini h1is other factors of production. If it is better for
 hlim to employ the tenth shepherd, it is because by employing
 him he will nmake a slightly better use of the other given factors;

 and here, ex lhypothesi, it is niot possible to discriminate how
 mtuch of what is added to the total product can rightly be
 attributedt to the specific productivity of the tenth shepherd and
 how mutclh to the better functiolning of the other factors. Even-
 if, in accordance Awith our earlier analysis, wve take a theoretic
 margin- that is, the last portion of the tenth shepherd's labor
 as a labor-unit whose productivity gets no uise out of the other

 factors, it is only by an empty mnathematical abstraction that
 we appear to obtain any itnformation out of this use of margins.
 Thnis margin will be an unidetermined or- strictly an infinitesimal
 fraction of a determiined and known unit of labor-power; if we
 attribute to such a margin a separate productiv-ity, arising from
 the use of labor alone, this productivity will be equally undeter-
 mined and can-not assist us to know what is the specific product

 of the labor of the marginal slhepherd as a whole.3
 S PROFESSOR EDGEWrORTH, in the Qutarterly Joutrnical of Economiiics (January

 1904) appears to think the Differential Calculus will assist him to find the pro-
 ductivity of the marginal shepherd by starting from the productivity of an infini-
 tesimal margin of him.
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 THE THECORY OF DISTRiBUTION 46I

 If we assurme that a farmer has been employilng nine shepherds

 where he ought to have been employing ten, and we let him

 add a tenth, and ascribe the increased product which covers an

 imnprovedI use of all the factors of production to this last unit

 of labor, we are arguing in a quite unwarrantable way. Our

 real farmer, as an entrepreneur, capable of borrowing units of

 capital and of renting or buying land as well as of hiring labor,

 at given prices, mtust be conceived to put the following questionl
 to hiimself as lhe plans the most profitable tise of his skill and

 experience: " Howv many shepherds shall I employ to how many

 acres of land, and how many ?Ioo worth of farm capital of

 various concrete kinds?" He will not consider doses of labor

 except in organic relation to doses of land and capital. His real

 doses will be composite doses of farming-power, composed in

 varying proportions of the several factors, and no dose will be

 considered to have a separate productive value apart from the

 others with wvhich it Mvill co-operate, so as to give a fuller
 utilization of the productive powers of the whole farm under

 his management. He will never be able to say truly, " My last
 shepherd is worth to me so many s:heep," anvy more than hie can

 truly say, "M1y last ?ioTO spent in fencing is worth so many
 more sheep." If h-e does use such language, it will always be
 that he wrongly attributes to the new nman, or the last piece of

 fencing, the entire economy of rectifying the wvaste of general
 produictive power involved in an earlier mismanagement or
 neglect.

 If a truly econiomical farmer takes on more labor he will
 either req-ire more capital or more land, or else w1ill be changing
 his whole method of production to meet some change in the

 market. Even if he takes on no more land or capital, the reor-

 ganization of his labor-force accompanying the ilncrease of
 employnmelnt will precltude him from attributing to the new labor
 the entire value of the increased product, or any assignable pro-
 portion as its exclusive or specific yield. Eveen on a sheep-farm,

 a less com-plex business than most, it is not possible to ascribe

 any given number of sheep to one shepherd as his product, irre-
 spective of other expenses.
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 462 JOURNAL OF POLIJICAL ECONOMllY

 Turn to any ordinary modern industry, and it becomes at

 once apparent that the problem is one of an organic amalgam of

 productive powers which does not permit the attribution of a
 separate productivity either to the separate factors or to a mar-
 ginal unit of composite productive power. A firm enlarging or
 contracting its business has closely to consider the net effect of
 such change on (a) its gross profits, and (b) its niet profits;

 but suclh clhanges can neaver affect one factor exclusively.

 So economists can watch the expansion or contraction of an

 entire iinltistryr, or of the trade of a country as a whole, but
 such changes involving enlarged or reduced emplorment of
 productive power of various sorts are never such as admit that

 employment of " the joint-method of agreement and difference"
 by which the setting of Professor Clark claims to prove specific
 prodtuctivity for a unit of labor or for labor as a wvhole.

 Even if we substitute composite units for simple units at
 the margin, they throw no direct light upon the distribution of
 the product. For if we take the standpoint eitlher of a single
 entrepreneur, or of an entire inidustry, or of the whole trade of
 a couintry, the number of these composite units that will be

 employed, anid the respective parts played by the different factors
 in composing the marginal units, are themselves determined by
 wider considerations relating to the available supplies of the

 various sorts of the several factors. When a general rise of
 industry is taking place, there is a desire of entrepreneurs to

 emplov mdore Units of the several factors; if they can bu-y these
 units at the same price as those they already employ, they will

 do so, atnd if they can so buy all the Ulnits of the several factors

 they require, there will be no change in thie distribution of
 wealth, so far as rates of xvages, interest, etc., are concerned,
 though a larger or a smaller proportion of units of labor, as

 comnpared with capital or land, may be called into use for the new

 enlarged production. But if the available supply of one factor
 is smaller than that of other ifactors, this relative scarcity will
 raise the price of a unit of this factor, not only as regards the
 new unllits emnployed, but as regardls the old Ulnits also. If, for
 instanlce, while plenty of new capital is forthcoming upon virtu-
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 ally the same terms as that already in use, the labor available is
 inferior to that in use, so that a larger number of laborers must

 be employed at a price which raises the cost of labor per unit,
 the share of the total product taken by labor and the payment

 made for each Unit will be larger than before. An in-creased

 demand for m-iutto n may bring ilnto slheep-farming a lot of inex-

 perielnced townsmen-i whose "unlits" of labor cost farmers, more

 than the tluits represented by their former employees, or may lead

 farmers to extract extra-exertion from the shepherdls already

 in tlheir employ by a higher rate of pay.
 T'lhe actual problem of distribution in a dyinamic (I. C., a real)

 society is wvorked out by bargains at the extensive and intensive

 margins of emnployment of the several factors. It is a question

 of incurring and paying for increased costs of new units of pro-

 ductive p)ower which cannot be got at the satme rate as those
 already in. use; the mnargin of employment miust be lowered,

 either extelsivrely to take in the use of technically inferior agients.

 or intensively to take in (by ovTertime or intensification of wTork)

 the inferior powers of agents already in employment.
 The graling, so generally adlopted for landl-us,es must be

 applied to the other factors, if we are to grasp! the problem
 effectively. For this, purpose we require to take a thorotughly

 concrete v iews of the factors As wve lower the margin for lancd

 by taking in inferior acres or by cultivating more thoroughly

 (anld more extensively) existing lan,d, as we lower the margi
 for labor by employing worse workers, or lowmer (and costlier)
 poNwers of labor in better Norkers, so in grading capital xve must

 consider the new maclhines andl other plant which can be got

 from the investing public as "capital " which lies below the

 extensive nmargin of em-ployment for the purpose of this industry,

 while a ftuller and less economical working- of existing plant and

 machinery will be a lowering of the intensive margin.

 All these cases, implying recource to technically inferior

 agents. or powvTers of production, imply a greater expenditure per
 ulnit of the new productivity. The practical problem of distri-

 butation depends upon t'he respective rise andl fall of these marginis
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 considered with relation to the various applications of the law of
 substitution.

 A general expansion of dem.and for commodities forces every
 entrepreneuir to fasten his eyes upon the units of the several
 factors julst below the extensive and intensive marginis, to con-
 s.ider whic lowering to adopt in each case where an increased
 number of units of stupply is essential, and, having observed the
 rate of fall in the margins of each factor, to consider how far
 lis btusiniess can be reorganized so as to substitute a larger pro-
 portion of those factors which can be got relatively cheap for
 that factor which is, short in supply and therefore dear. Every
 change in genera.l volume of production will by its reactions on
 the industrial arts and the organization of business, alter in
 many ways the proportions of the several factors which will be
 employed even on the assumption that the new increments of all
 the factors ca.n be obtained at the same cost as the old increments;
 where, as will alTays be the case, some portions, of the new
 factol-s wvill not be obtainable on the former terms, these reac-
 tions will be larger and more intricate.

 The upshot of any general expansion of production will be
 to increase the proportion of the aggregate product paid per unit
 for some factors in comparison with others. This will occur
 irrespective of wlhether the industry, taken as a whole, conforms
 to a law of increasing or of diminishing returns. In the former
 event, ability, labor, or capital will increase in varying degrees
 the proportion of the enlarged aggregate piroduct which falls

 to them.; in the latter event land will strengthen its position.
 Regarded from the composite marginal increment a surplus or
 scarcity rent will accrue to that factor of the composite unit
 which is relatively slhort, and this rent will be necessarily shared
 by all the other parts of this factor. As a rise in the rent of an
 acre of land at the margin for any land-use gives a rise of
 differential rent to each acre above the margin, so is it with
 laborers cr with concrete forms of capital: an increase in the
 price of a unit of productivity in any one of these factors gives
 rise to differential rents in the concrete embodiments of these
 units of productive power.
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 The ol-nly real service of margins in a theory of distribution

 is as useftul inidices enabling us to note and measure any rise of

 these scarcity rents which signifies a slhift in the proportionate
 distribution of the aggregate product.

 In Professor Clark's "static" communitv, if based upon real

 conlditions of industry, so far from getting rid of exploitation
 or unearned inconme, we should find one of the factors in a per-
 manentlv superior positioln, takinig for its slhare the residue of

 the product after paying a bare wage of maintenance to the

 otlhers. it would, however, be impossible to prove wvhich factor
 wNTas in this advantag-eous position under "static " conditions,
 for there would be no means of so separating the productivity
 of the factors as to show that the retuirn to one of these exceeded
 its productivity. If land were actually in this position, it would

 be claimed. as the Physiocrats did clainm, that every increase of
 the product beyond the maintenance of the other factors was
 due to the inherent productive powers of nature; if the entre-

 preneur held the place of dominance, all that lhe received might
 be attributed to the intense productivity of his thouglht and skill.

 When we turn to an actual dynamic industrial society, tllere
 is no reasoni to assert the permanient superiority of any one factor
 of produ-iction. Even if we confine our attention to the prevalent
 structural type of industry in advanced niations, where the entre-

 preneur's ability buys and organizes units of labor, capital, and
 land for production, we are not at liberty to attribute to the
 entrepreneurs a general powzSer so to restrict competition as to
 enable themi to take and hold anv surplus product left after the
 costs of the otlher freely competing factors are (lefrayed. In
 certain industries and in certain industrial societies land-owners
 may exercise a normal and a dlurable domination over the other
 factors, and what may appear to be a power of capital or of
 entrepreneurs will really rest on land-scarcity. In otlher new
 rising industrial commnunities capital may for a time be so far
 relatively short as to form the limiting factor of prodcuction;
 labor may for a season, or in certain trades, hold this position,

 usinlg cheap abundant land anud capital, and taking the surplus
 product in high salaries.
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 There is, no wvarrant for Professor Clark's, view that in a

 dylnamic society the gains arising from improvements in the arts
 of ini(utist-y and the methods of buisinless, lheld for a wvhile by the

 elntreprenteurs, must pass to the wage-earners as a permanent rise

 in their real wages. This theory is ttims succinctly stated:
 Prolit is the lutre that induces improvement, and improvement is the

 sotirce of permanent additions to wages ... . Dynamic theory has to show
 how great is the in-terval that induces the maximium rate of progress -how

 mnuch cntrce[reu crs n-eed, in the way of profit, in order to make them do all

 they can do to keep wages moving u -pward ... . The vast sums that today
 are accruing to the rich who do the marshaling of the industrial line, are

 hound, unlider static law, to add tlhemselves with anl increase to wages and

 interest. TXey add, themselves, moreover, chiefly to wages. (P. 412.)

 Noow, this interpretation rests upon two assutmptions: first,

 that these "vast sutms "accrtinlg to the rich are necessary

 costs of industrial progress,; second, that the competition of
 entrepreneurs is such as, to disable them from holding these

 gains andl to compel them to hanid themi over as permanent addi-
 tions to wvages. With regard to the first assuiuption, while it

 is, true that some "lure "' is required to induce entrepreneurs to

 invent or to adopt inventions and improvements in business,

 there is nio reason to hold that the "vast sumiis " allocated to this

 purpose are economically, applied. The amotunt of the gain

 whiclh comes to a btisitness man x7ho adlopts a new mi-iachine or

 puts on a new line of goods, and the duration of this gain, are

 chiefly determnined by a variety of econlomic forces which have

 no diirect referelnce to the minimum stimtulus, or "lure," whiclh,

 as appliedi to the entrepreneur, is rightly considered a necessary
 cost of production. The change of btusiness gives him a

 monopoly or a competitive advantage whiclh is as large as he
 can make it, and lasi s as long- as he can hold it; and in many
 instances the gain vastly exceeds any payment neces,sary to evoke
 the change. Sonme gain is necessary, buit the actual gain is
 determined by considerations, of monopoly or scarcity. Then
 what is the ground for the second assumrption, viz., that the
 entrepreneur class must I-land over their gains to the workers?
 T'his, will only occur on the sUpposition that the competition of
 entrepreneurs is keenler and m-ore persistent than that of workers.
 Is there any warrant for this supposition, either as regards
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 single trades or as regards industry taken as a wvhole? It is

 quite true that w lhen large improvements take place in a particular
 manuLfactture, raisinig the profits of employers, more entrepreneurs

 will plan to enter the trade, will increase the output, lower

 prices, and so handl over the chief gain to "the consutmer." But
 \vhat right have w-e to identify the worker wVith the consumer,

 or to feel confidence that he can hold in a rise of real wages this

 gain fromi a fall of prices? The wiorkers in a single trade do

 not, it is clear, get any conlsiderable share of the value of the

 improvemnents in that particular trade. Do the workers as a

 whole get that gain? In order to answer this question fairly, wN/e

 slhould take the case of a large general improvement of industrial

 methodl, for example, the application of s.team or electricity to

 larngre fields of industry. HIere the existing entrepreneur class, as

 a whole, is simultaneously put in possession of large gains from

 a variety of applications of the new pow er. Is there any economic

 force which shall bring into the field a sufficient number of new

 entrepreneurs to beat down profits, and so to expand the demand

 for labor in general as to raise its price? If, as Professor Clark

 asstumes, the gains. of improvements mu.tst pass cliefly to wages,
 lhe is bouncd to slhowv that normally and necessarily, fluidity is

 greater and competition keener among entrepreneturs than among,
 laborers. Thlis lie cannot showv; the contrary is notoriously
 the case. Acording to his line of argtument, the special profits

 of industr-ial improvements, thotigh at first a necessary "cost"

 or "lure " for entrepreneur ability, cease to be so and become

 a real elemenit of surplus value. What is the nature of the

 power by wihich the w-orkers can wrest tlis surpllus from the
 entreDreneurs and add it as an " unearned increment " to w-ages ?

 For upon his analysis, hlien it passes to labor, it must be

 accountedt an unearned incremelnt. Professor Clark, indeed',
 suiggests that the new "addition to the income of society " repre-
 sents in some xvay an increased productivity of labor by the time
 wNThen the laborers have succeeded in getting it.

 Wages now tend to equal wlrhat labor can now produce, and this is more

 than it co.;ld formerly produce. WVhen the full fruits of this invention shall

 have diffused themselv,es throuighoutt society, the earninigs of labor will equal
 the new stalidard rate. (P. 405.)
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 But, taking, Professor Clark's coniception of the specific pro-

 ductivity of uinits of labor, there seems no ground for attributing

 to the increased productivity of labor a gain due in the first

 instance cx hypothesi to an output of the ability of entrepreneurs.

 Trhere is, indeed, more reason in M\r. NV. H. MXIallock's doctrinie

 that this gain remains always. of right the economic property of

 the entrepreneur, and that if the workers get it they are getting

 a clole from the earnings of ability. If a technical increase of
 the joint-product of a complex of ability, labor, capital, land,

 constitutin,g a business, is attrilbuted to the productivity of ability

 alone wlxhen it first occuirs, byow can it afterward be attributed to

 the prodtuctivity of labor? Are we to attribute anything anyone

 can get to) his productivity? This apparently is wha.t Professor

 Clark does here and elsewhere. He thus ruiles out ab initio the

 existence or the possibility of any surplus valtue or "unearned

 income.

 Suimmarizing, my criticism of this portion of Professor Clark's

 theory of distribution, I should say:

 i. There is n1o reason to believe that the bulk of the

 "' profit ' of inlventions and improvements is a, necessary "Ilure
 to progress.

 2. There is no reason to suppose that entreprelneurs cannot,

 as a bo(ly, lhold for aln inldefinite time the bulk of this profit.

 3. If the competition of entrepreneurs is such as to oblige

 them to give up any part, or the whole, of this profit, there is

 no reasoni to suppose that labor rather than capital or land is

 able to take most of it.

 Finally, Professor Clark's view of the function and income-
 taking power of the entrepreneur in a dynamic society seems

 to me defective in confining profit to this short tenure of the
 fruits of industrial progress. In most societies the entrepreneur

 class can and do make profit of another sort than this. The

 prime fu.nction of an entrepreneeur is to btuy units of the produc-
 tive powers of labor, capital, and land at a price which measures

 their separate productivity,4 to use his ability to make these

 4 Strictly speaking, of course there is no separate productivity." By " sep-
 arate produictivity," however, here is meant the productivity which the owner of
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 units co-operate so as to produce an aggregate productivity

 larger than the addition of these separate productivities and to

 take for his sha,re this, difference. If the competition of entrepre-

 nieurs were not only absolutely fluid but unlimited in quantity,

 this "difference" between aggregate and separate productivity

 would be cut down to the minimum "cost " of the ability of the

 entrepreneur in performing this organizing work, and no element

 of wlhat may be called " pure profit" would emerge. Under
 such comipetition of entrepreneurs the gain of co-operative over
 separate productivity would p,ass to the owners of whichever of

 the factors ivere in a, position of natural or artificial scarcity,
 i. e., adnitted less fluidity and freedom of competition thani the
 others.

 Normally speaking, the competition of entrepreneurs is not

 thus free anid keen. Over a large proportion of the field of

 activity, partly by preoccupation of markets, partly by superior

 experience in special lines of business, partly from superior

 access to sources, of supply or to the use of capital, partly by

 express or tacit agreements, entrepreneurs have restricted effec-

 tive comnpetition among themlselvTes, and are to that extent in a
 stronger l)osition to buy in ani open market units of land, capital,
 or labor-powver. This power of the entrepreneur cla,ss is the
 most distitnctive feature of the economic structure in the more
 lhighly developed 1nations, and is largely fed by those great
 improvements in transport which have taken place in the last

 fewv decades. Improved, enlarged, and cheapened transport has
 strengthened the position of the entrepreneur by placing at his
 disposal enormous new supplies of land, labor, and capital in less

 developed countries, without increasing in a correspondinog degree
 the effective supply of entrepreneurs. The entrepreneur class ot
 a single unit or other small quantity of a " factor " could get out of it by using

 it himself to form a separate business. A laborer's " separate productivity " will

 signify what he could make as a " jobbing " laborer, or, where " free land " is
 available, what he could make by this alternative employment on his own account.
 So with a unit of capital, its " separate productivity " is what its owner could
 make out of its use in a little independent business of his own. An entrepreneur

 tries to buy his units of labor and capital at this price, and if there is not as
 keen a competition among entrepreneurs who buy as between laborers and capital-
 ists who sell, he gets his units at about this price.
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 a few highly developed nations is enabled to exploit great lew

 supplies of cheap factors of production. No doubt in, proportion

 as education, business training, and access to capital are open to a

 larger number of tlle population in advanced countries, alnd as the

 spread of industrial civilization brings the backward exploited
 nations nearer to the level of the advanced nationis, this pover of

 the entrepreneurs may be redtuced, and portions of their gainis

 may pass, nlot neces.sarily to labor, but to wlichever of the otlher

 factors can establish a relatiAve scarcity and so raise the price of

 each of its units of supply.

 Btut it is imnportant to recog,nize that, in modern industry,

 behind and in addition to this dynamic advantage of taking in

 profits eachl new increment ot industrial improvement as it arises,

 the entreprenleurs over a large part of the indtustrial field enjoy

 a static adxTantage in buying tinits of labor and capital cheap and

 in selling the prodtuct of their co-operative use so as to take in

 profits of a large difference. In some parts of the industrial fiel(

 limitationls of raw material or space enable the landowlners to

 cut (lown anid divert mLuch of this gain: less frequently capital or

 labor, specially protected by- local or industrial circumstances,
 encroaclhes similarly on the pow1er of the entrepreneur. But eveln

 if we stopped the sprinlgs of progress, and set industry in a

 static" positioln, we slhould find tlhat " profit," as distinct fromn a

 competitive payment for organization, secured for enitrepreneturs

 a large proportion of the aggreegate wealth.

 Normally, at the present stage in the evolution of world-
 industry, there is reason to believe that the largest share of the

 increase of world-Awealtlh dtue to improved co-operation -or, in

 other words, to social production -passes to enitrepreneurs first

 as profit, afterward as in-terest on an ever sxvelling fund of capital
 which is so closely welded into the entrepreneur's dominioni
 as to form an inseparable part of it, and that the smallest share

 passes to manual labor. In (Great Britain, in the United States,
 andl perhaps in certain continental countries of Europe, the truth

 of this generalization is obscured by very considerable advances
 in wages and standard of comfort of most grades of wvorking-

 men. But these rises of wages among large classes of certain
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 nations are quite consistent wvith the conclusion that labor is

 the wveakest factor in the assertion of its claim in the increment

 of world-wealth.

 In Great Britain the moder n methods of induLstry w-lhich hlave

 brought the great majority of wAAorkers uncder the conditions of

 city life, an-d have set large masses of them to do skilled respon-

 sible work in co-operation with machinery, require a more expenl-
 sive standard of comfort as an econonoic "cost." The work

 (lone today could not have been got out of the miserable lhalf-
 starv-ed )opulation of eighty years ago. This recognitioni

 of " the economy of high wages " has been reinforced by a

 humanitarian pressture of public opinion, assisted by industrial

 anid sanitary legislation. The great increase of public and semi-

 ptublic emlployment, in which political and otlher social considera-
 tiolns have operated to raise wages and shorten hoours, has
 materiallv assisted, botlh directly and as an educative force in

 poputlar senltiment, to raise the level of conditions of employ-
 ment. T he organization of labor, rising earlier or advaancinig

 faster in certaini trades than the organization of employers, has
 for a time enabled large groups of skilled wYorkers to keep their

 supply ot labor relativelv scarce and by collective bargaininig

 to force uip the price. Where profits have been high, as in cer-

 tain rapidly expanding industries, supported either by a practical

 monopoly of a homie market, as in the coal, buildiing, and priniting

 trades, or by great advantages in foreigni trade, as in the engi-
 neering CPnd shipbtildling trades, it has beeni possible by skilled
 collective bargaining to extort concessions in the shape of ligh-er

 wages out of the profits of the trade.

 Finally, it nmtst be borne in mind, a large and ever-growing
 proportion of entrepreneurs' profits in Great Britain are drawn

 from foreign industry, either directly by setting masses of

 workers in backwvard countries to work with Britislh capital
 and undler British managnement, or incdirectly by exchanlging
 'British goods prodtuced by comparatively high-paid labor for

 foreign goods produced cheaply. The relative strength of the

 PBritish employers may be less than formerly as compared with
 honme labor, but any loss of exploiting power at home may be,
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 and probably is, more than compelnsated by an increased exploita-

 tion of neNv large areas of cheap unorganized labor in other

 parts of the industrial world. T'his expansion of the area of

 cheap labor along with a rise in the wages of organized skilled

 labor is applicable a.lso to the United States, except that a greater

 proportioni of the cheap labor out of wAThich a large margin of

 entrepreneurs profits is obtainable, is drawn into the United

 States to be exploited there instead of remaining in foreign

 lands.

 There is no reason to suppose that in recent industrial enter-

 prises labor as a whole pos.sesses the power to bargain with the

 entrepreneur upon conditions which secure for it a larger share

 than formerly of the increased product due to inventions,

 improved adlministration, and other economnies. Taking the

 whole industrial field into consideration, we should find that over

 most of it free, constant, effective competition iwas far more

 restrictedI amnonlg entreprelneurs than among laborers. The

 entreprenteur as buyer of units of labor-poNwer, and even of
 capital, is ustually stronger than the seller of these units, and there
 is no security of such close comipetition anmiong entrepreneurs

 as shall oblige themn so to reduce the prices of the commodities

 thev sell to consui-mers as to hand ov'er to the latter the gains
 they make from the cheap purchase of uinits of productive powver.

 J. A. HOBSON.
 LIMPSFIFLD, SURREY.
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